
HOW TO PAINT 
JELLYFISH

S I P  N  D I P  A U S T R A L I A



Step 1

Open up your paint kit and spread everything out in front of you. Be sure to pop a table cloth down to

stop paint staining your table top. Take a pencil and sketch out your jellyfish template (see last page).

 

Step 2

Using water to thin the paint, use your dark blue to  make a mark 1 inch up from the bottom of the left

hand side canvas. And then make another 3 inches up on the right hand side. Join the two and blockin

with dark blue paint

 

Step 3

Moving upwards and excluding yoru jelly, using light blue paint block in the rest of the canvas in light

blue. As you aproach the dark blue, overlap it slightlu and blend the two blues together seemlessly.

 

Step 4

Using white paint, add a few spikes of white blue in the top left hand corner.

 

Step 5

Pretending your jelly's head is a beach ball, segment it into  4 sections, block in each section from left

to right in this order Yellow, Orange, Red and green

 

Step 6.

Taking a tapered paint brush, blend the yellow into the orange, then the orange  into the red and the

red into the green until you have a seamless blend between each segment of the jelly.

 

Step 7

Time to add tenticles, using a tapered brush, create wavy tenticles starting that the jelly's head and

reaching to the bottom of the canvas. Make straight ones, squiggly ones, fat ones thin ones and add in

some that flick out both sides in white paint. Experiment with colour but be sure to concentrate

green ones on the side closest to the green segment on the jellys head

 

Step 8

Time to flick. Taking your brush, dip it in your desired colour and flock the paint at the tenticles.

 

Step 9

Bubble time. Take your tapered brush and draw a circle in white paint. Dont worry if it picks up some

of the colours around it. Once you have your white bubbles in place, add a pink semi circle inside each

one (blending slightly)

 

Step 10

Finish off your jelly by using white paint to create a rim that covers any loose tenticle ends where the

tenticles meet the head of the jelly.




